
 

 

 

 
MARTINA LANDHED HAS BEEN NOMINATED AS A FINALIST 

IN NATIONAL KITCHEN AND BATHROOM AWARDS 

 
Martina Landhed has been nominated as a finalist in the prestigious kbbreview Awards 

2013. The national awards are organised by kbbreview, the UK’s leading magazine for the 

kitchen and bathroom industry. Martina been announced as a finalist in the Bathroom 

Designer of the Year, projects costing up to £10,000 category. 

 

Martina Landhed, Senior Designer, says: “It was a pleasure to transform a very dated, 

colourful bathroom into a light, contemporary and practical bathroom for the family's teenage 

children. The challenge was to achieve distinction within a modest budget; this was achieved 

with a large bespoke shower area with dry and wet seating areas and lights.  

 

“My desire is always to inspire and help customers to realise the potential in their bathrooms. 

I aim to take their dreams and turn them into reality, whilst offering as personal a service as 

possible.” 

 

Tim Wallace, editor of kbbreview says: “We’ve had a record-breaking number of entrants to 

this year’s kbbreview Awards. We are also very pleased and excited to have received lots of 

new entrants this year, which is extremely encouraging. As always the standard of 

submissions is incredibly high.  

 

“The kbbreview Awards set out to recognise and reward excellence in the kitchen and 

bathroom industry, and Martina should be very proud of being a finalist. The judging process 

is rigorous and extensive and judged by renowned industry professionals. We would like to 

congratulate Martina on being nominated as a finalist and wish her the best of luck for the 

finals.” 

 

For more information about Martina Landhed telephone 0800 677 1040 or visit the website 

at www.instil-design.co.uk. 
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Editors’ notes: 

The kbbreview Awards is the annual kitchen and bathroom event organised by kbbreview 

magazine, a publication in the Taylist Media portfolio. Kbbreview is the leading business-to-

business title for the kitchen and bathroom specialist business. For more information visit the 

website www.kbbreview.com 
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